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[["White Man’s Burden"
by Rudyard Kipling (1899 )

Take up the White Man's burden--
In patience to abide,
To veil the threat of terror
And check the show of pride;
By open speech and simple,
An hundred times made plain
To seek another's profit,
And work another's gain/b]

Can a poem be a bridge between centuries? If so, can it indicate an historical process and expose a critical disposition? The quote from Kipling's "The White Man's Burden" introduces us to a series of problematics that this presentation will address: for example, how is information transmitted and received over a century after Kipling's?

In terms of our media environment, communications based on the image seem to sustain the belief that if an image speaks a thousand words, then a dynamic image must surely be a declaration of truth. In contrast, the stanza proposes an ambiguity that could be resolved in terms of the struggle of the colonized or, in favour of the colonizer. What does it mean, to "Take up the White Man's Burden": a call to arms, a brotherhood through the protestant work ethic, a celebration of Homo Faber? Is it an ironic reading of white supremacist colonizing process? One that ascribes to the white man the arching text of knowledge, work, civilization, culture, religion and ethics – all categories that pertain to the discourse that speaks for imperialism and colonization? In Kipling's case, India is the background, and the non-white man, the brown man, the dark man, those off-white colour categories that naturalize submission is the backdrop. Further to this, whose pride are we talking about? "To veil the threat of terror / And check the show of pride."

Is it the pride of becoming white and therefore of the process of self-erasure/self-actualization (become white/ becoming "real")? What of "to seek another's profit, / And work another's gain"? Is it a Marxian 'workers of the world unite'? Or, simply, a statement about a collectivity that transcends nationalities? Finally, is it the factual reality of exploitation and therefore an invitation to resistance or a normative rhetoric to abide by the superiority of the White Man?

The poem offers an irresolvable ambiguity out of context, yet this ambiguity reverberates if read through the developments of the colonization of particular countries – ie. Canada – and, the developing context that the colonizing project has sustained and is still capable of sustaining. In terms of its history, Canada has emancipated itself from the colonial project, yet it still cannot be fully claimed that Canada is an independent, fully sovereign nation.

There is still a symbolic dependence – when the newly arrived immigrant flips a coin, he/she still has to choose between the Queen's head and tails, and tails is not Louis the XVI or de Gaulle. In the contemporary world of immaterial work, as the new Canadian flips or surfs through channels, symbolic relevance acquires a heavy currency.

This preamble contextualizes then the construction of social structures and representations that partake of Canada as an independent nation. Numerous points of entry into biculturalism and multiculturalism can be brought to play upon this stage and yet for the sake of time they can be reduced to the essence of what they represent. Multiculturalism and biculturalism are social, political and economic apparatuses, which
shape Canadian culture by investing in identity formation paradigms. Historically, English and French constituencies are not branded as ethnics or ethnicities, but rather as the dominant discourse. To further nuance the complexity of this point, those who call themselves Canadian, with no hyphenated prefix or adjectival description, illustrate by omission the unresolved tensions within the construction of non-negotiable Canadian identity. If we include the Other into this equation, then the impasse becomes blatant, in terms of the histories of colonization.

The Other is anyone so designated by the dominant power structures but in this particular case, we take the example of Aboriginal Other, a phantasmagorical Other, invisibility being a function of both physical presence and location: sometimes living on a reserve or in a remote town away from high urban density, sometimes a product of media communications that render silent/mute the Aboriginal subject.

The Aboriginal Other, as well as the media representations of a limited number of potential Aboriginal identities perpetuated by the media circuit – contributes to the construction of an impermeable Canadian identity, and through which the Bicultural/Multicultural project is sustained.

The industrial revolution was not simply a revolution that transformed the modes of production and increased the wealth of the bourgeoisie to others’ detriment. Through technological developments, actually reconfigured social relations of everyday life and our relationship with nature, an iconic image of industrialization was embedded in the idea of modernity: progress, development, and amelioration of everyone’s life. This utopic dispositif, borrowing from Foucault’s terminology, is what sustains the capitalist project through which, it is extractable from Kipling’s poem. Yet, the other side, the byproduct of this utopic disposition is a renewable resource, the Homo Sacer.

Embedded in the discourse of sovereignty, as definable through Giorgio Agamben’s analysis of the state of emergency by which sovereignty defines itself as power, the Homo Sacer is the designation of the disposerte Other. Read through this process the subjugation of Aboriginal peoples is ongoing: first through practices of colonization, second through land rights that reconstruct the public imaginary in favour of revisiting national history, and third through the consistent erosion of Aboriginal life. An ongoing process through the practice of dispossessing, rights by trespassing and using Aboriginal territories to extract and transport oil, overriding Aboriginal authority and autonomy, building Aboriginal ways of life, and simultaneously making individual Aboriginals complicit by having them participate in oil extraction.

Media, and the Aboriginal – the struggle goes pop, representation and mediation

When Marshall McLuhan in The Gutenberg Galaxy (1962), strategically places the human species within media environments, by invoking ‘the global village’, he questioning the economic drive behind communicative technologies, the development of a new type of belonging and brotherhood, or is he extating the erasure of boundaries that, in the Sixties, still pertain quite concretely to the notion of the nation-state? Irving, metaphorically, a world made to man’s measure – the village, an idyllic, nostalgic, discourse – while achieving spiritual transcendence through the notion of a global economy of communication, McLuhan seems to celebrate in a de-politicized form, a process that experimentally in this late 2010 everyone brings to bear in the everyday life, from the farmer to the prostitute to the savvy urbanite.

What must be reiterated is the naturalization process of these communicative environments, from cell phones to i-pads to Facebook, the whole phantasmagorical media circuit that is intervening directly in the process of individuation and in the construction of identity paradigms. So that the marginalization of the Other is not simply a byproduct of representational apparatus is most often the subtext of how we refer to Others within our hierarchical structures. It has been argued that (Kosta Goulamios and Anselmi) that the Canadian composite of biculturalism and multiculturalism does produce a hierarchical structure that leaves the dominant discourses to form identity – cultural and others – and outsources to ethno-cultural groups the management of disciplined exoticism in terms of cultural heritage displayed through the forms of folk dancing and spicy cuisine.

Obviously, within this categorical construct, Canadian society as a whole is able to maintain a democratic appreciation of ‘the different’ (Derrida) as it is cohesively managed within paradigms of Canadian multicultural identity. With this as a background, as we move from media towards the ecological systems that we inhabit, the passage is one of the degrees of consumption that happens in our engagement with natural environments, and how, for example, to site chaos theory, it is not a butterflies wings flapping in Australia that causes a hurricane in the US but the destruction of the Amazon Forest that has immediate repercussions on the way that we breathe and keep forest that has immediate repercussions on the way that we breathe and keep…

in traditional ways of life. However, this complexity is miraculously reduced to the consumption of a space by an external agency/company that erases the various levels present in the problematic and actually destroys ways of life.

This is all done in the name of national and provincial development and the wealth of its citizens, so that citizenship is reduced to individual profit. The irony is that this oil development project of catastrophic proportions is presented as an epic process. Linguistic recuperations, semantic shifts, oxymoronic sublimations, have altered the descriptors of reality: overburden (meaning boreal forest and wetlands), reclamation (free-planting but not replacement of the wetlands that took millennia to develop), business without borders, or, at a national level, Conservative Prime Minister Harper’s July 14th 2006 speech, where the term “epic” deflagrates literary tropes and history, framing a narrative of rightful dominion over nature.

Re-envisioning the Alberta Tar Sands as epical—where apart from the direct, economic beneficiaries no one will have direct contact with the Tar Sands other than through visual mediations—invites for the Canadian imaginary the triumph of the will over its habitat: a trope of Canadian literature taken well beyond its initial survivalist mode.

A cultural discourse, that has been diffused by a number of recent documentary films on the Tar Sands in the last few years, is that of the Native populations of Alberta in most cases (Saskatchewan in one), resisting the White Man’s technologies – progress in the form of oil extraction – in order to sustain a traditional way of life that will ensure survival.

For example, the hybrid title in the documentary film H2Oil plays with the chemical element of H2O + a source of energy which has a multivalent sign – Oil – that ranges from the economic to the political. The title is already an indication of on one side a complexity of the process at work and a reduction of the process that has occurred, in a way that has naturalized it into our social structure. To quote the film itself, “2.5 barrels of fresh water are used to produce one barrel of oil. Tar sands operations are draining the Peace-Athabasca Delta, which is the collector of more than 1/6 of Canada’s fresh watersheds.”

Downstream, this time an American documentary also indicates the issue of water as a consumed resource, concerned with where it is flowing and who it will impact. Our Land, My People, the Amnesty film, instead concentrates the discourse on land, not water – although that subject is reiterated throughout the film as the means in many cases by which the environmental toxicity travels and seeps into the various ecosystems – yet accentuating there is a Canada, Our Land, and there is also a history of division and segregation, My People (which admittedly can be read two ways) that reimagines the unspoken colonial discours-still partaking of how sovereignty can disengage or remove a group and designate it as Homo Sacer.

And while all of the films ultimately are discussing the pitfalls of the Tar Sands, they do so by reflecting on the Native populations – namely Fort Chipewyan and Lubicon Cree, but other communities are mentioned as well – but to some degree all of these films fail to clearly draw the link between the Native populations and the general Alberta and Canadian populations who are necessarily impacted by the environmental pollutants downstream.

Somehow, the films fail to fully articulate that everyone – urban dwellers included – are part of a larger eco-system are both impacted and part of the problem, since citizenship is as a practice reduced to an environment of wealth where it is flowing and who it will impact. Our Land, My People, the Amnesty film, instead concentrates the discourse on land, not water – although that subject is reiterated throughout the film as the means in many cases by which the environmental toxicity travels and seeps into the various ecosystems – yet accentuating there is a Canada, Our Land, and there is also a history of division and segregation, My People (which admittedly can be read two ways) that reimagines the unspoken colonial discourse still partaking of how sovereignty can disengage or remove a group and designate it as Homo Sacer.

Each of the three films mentioned incorporates the narrative of a Native community in Alberta suffering the impact of environmental devastation as an outcome of industrial development also known as the Tar Sands in multiple ways. H2Oil permits them - Fort Chipewyan to space the claim genocide, both literal in relation to the health impacts suffered by the community and figuratively through the destruction of the wildlife that has ramifications on the community’s hunting practices and diet.

Downstream focusing on the same community creates two parallel narratives of victimization: 1st the narrative of abundance of cancers some extremely rare in the community, and 2nd the foregrounding of the persecution of the white doctor who exposes these health concerns and is targeted by various governmental institutions. The third film, Our Land, My People, focuses on an even more remote community – the Lubicon Cree – who had at the time of the film’s release almost no public voice given their logistical marginalization that highlights a discursive alienation whereby poor education, alcoholism, social stresses, unemployment, all act to confirm poor sound ecological perceptions.
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